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Health Informatics and Administration


Kinesiology


- **Gnacinski, Stacy**: Ebersole, Kyle; Cornell, David; Mims, Jason; Zamzow, Aarond; Meyer, Barbara “Firefighters’ cardiovascular health and fitness: An observation of adaptations that occur during firefighter training academies.” *Work*, volume 54, No. 1, May 2016, pp. 43-50. [https://content.iospress.com/articles/work/wor2266](https://content.iospress.com/articles/work/wor2266)


- **Cornell, David; Gnacinski, Stacy; Langford, Miranda**; Mims, Jason; Ebersole, Kyle. “Backwards overhead medicine ball throw and countermovement jump performance among firefighter candidates” *Short Communication*. Volume 4, Issue 1, May 2015, Pages 11-14 [https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/article/trainology/4/1/4_11/_article](https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/article/trainology/4/1/4_11/_article)


- **Rote, Aubrianne**; Klos, Lori; Swartz, Ann. “Location of Body Fat among Women Who Accurately or Inaccurately Perceive Their Weight Status.” *Perceptual and Motor Skills*. Volume 121, Issue 2, October 2015, Pages 602-612. [http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.2466/15.06.PMS.121c22x4](http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.2466/15.06.PMS.121c22x4)


• Swartz, Ann; Cho, Young; Welch, Whitney; Strath, Scott. “Movement Discordance between Healthy and Non-Healthy US Adults.” PLOS ONE. Volume 11, Issue 2, February 2016, Article Number: e0150325 http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0150325


Occupational Science and Technology


• Fiedler, Goeran; Slavens, Brooke; O'Connor, Kristian; Smith, Roger; Hafner, Brian. “Effects of physical exertion on trans-tibial prosthesis users’ ability to accommodate alignment perturbations.” Prosthetics and Orthotics International. Volume 40, Issue 1, February 2016, Pages 75-82. http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0309364614545419